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When tossB designs its lighting units, the unique place 
taken up by light in our lives and its influence on our 
sense of well-being are considered very crucial elements. 
Many aspects play a role in the development of light fix-
tures, which cannot always be defined in concrete terms 
and are sometimes not readily perceptible. Functional and 
technical features may not be overlooked. Painstaking 
design and manufacturing will guarantee a timeless and 
lasting product.

tossB reserve the right to alter material, dimensions and 
characteristics without prior notice.



2link
with AR111, ES111 or compact 
fluto lightsource
white, black or grey painted
recessed
3 different shapes available
possible to make a line in 
various directions



bang

spot available for 12V or 230V 
dicroid lamps.

single spot, 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- or 4 
square spot

Possible to turn the spot around
its axis. And orientable up and 
down.

available in brushed aluminium,
grey, white or black painted.





bar
bar pivoH
available in brushed aluminium up and down light
with T5 fluorescent lighting source
pivots 355° around its suspension

bar pivoV 
pivot around its axis and also available with cord 
and footswitch

bar stock
floorlamp supported by wall

bar up&down
with ‘click and tilt’ system to change from up into 
down light.

bar wall H
wall lamp supported by cable 
to the wall





big bang
spot available for 12V or 230V 
dicroid lamps or CDMR lamps.

single spot, 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- or 4 
square spot

Possible to turn the spot around
its axis. And orientable up and 
down.

available in brushed aluminium,
grey, white or black painted.





brick
wall fixture available with 2x40W G9, available in 
‘half’- and ‘diagonal’- version with only 1x40W G9 and 
both can be used up or down light.

available in brushed aluminium, grey, white or black
painted. 



celine

available in brushed or polished alu-
minium shape with stainless steel or 
anodised aluminium reflector.

with R7s lightsource.



concrete
suspension and wall light with fluorescent 
T5 lightsource. 
Suspension with direct light and side ways 
glow from colour filter. Wall with direct and 
indirect light and front way glow from col-
our filter.

filters in other colours available in option





cone
ceiling, suspension or floor fixture 
with 1xE27, 3xE27, 2Gx13 or 2G8-1

in white polyester

possible in other colours inside or 
outside the shade.

award: henry van de velde label ‘06







flink

ceiling, wall and floor lights

available in brushed aluminium, chrome, grey, white and 
black painted.

flink 51 is with a 230V dicroid lamps
flink 111 is available with ES111 and AR111 lamps

flink 20 is with leds. Only available in brushed aluminium.





flip
floorlamp which can be positioned 
in different stages.  Possible to 
turn the hood above the bulb.

Available with T5 and E27





flow
2x2W power led with electric power passed through the material of 
the ligth casing and directly into the lamps.

450 lux garateed on 30cm height.

Height is adjustable.





flower
outdoor lighting IP56

available in white, grey or black 
lacquered with polycarbonate 
diffusor.

available with a pin or fixed 
base.

for max 20W compact low-
energy lamp





groove

ceiling lamp available in measurements: 5x5 - 5x10 - 10x10 - 5x15 - 15x15 - 5x20 cm

available in brushed aluminium, chrome, grey, white and black painted.

glass is slid into the mounting in an original - but easy to operate - manner.

Available with different halogen, incandescente and compact fluorescent lamps.







kris kros

wall or ceiling lamp with 2 or 4 x 18W T5 

Polycarbonate shade







maxibu
ceiling lamp with aluminium structure with thick hard-
ened glass and stainless steel springs.

Available in brushed aluminium, chrome, white, grey 
and black painted.

Available with E27 lampholder or for compact fluores-
cent lamps.







mini

small ceiling lamp with GZ10 lampholder

available in brushed aluminium, chrome, grey, white 
and black painted.

On request also available in 12V.





nis

available in white painted

available with compact fluorescent and halo-
gene lamps

available surfaced and recessed

2 different sizes 

Other Ral colours available on request.





nomibu
ceiling lamp with aluminium 
structure with thick hard-
ened glass and stainless steel 
springs.

Available in brushed aluminium, 
chrome, white, grey and black 
painted.

Available in square, round and 
rectangular shape.
Square version also available as 
recessed lighting.

with halogene lightsource





ohlamp

spot version with flex and 230V halogene 
dicroid lamp. 

hanging fixture available in 12V and 230V 
dicroid lamp.

brushed aluminium







outlines
outdoor lighting IP54 
Can be postioned on the ground, but can also be fixed horizontally or vertically to 
a wall.

available in grey, white or black painted.
available in different lenghts and with multiwatt-ballast.
Light on both sides of the fixture!







rozetta

available in brushed aluminium, chrome, grey, white or black painted

with E27 lampholder.



sphere
hanging, floor, ceiling and wall lamp

available in white or black with white

hanging in single, triple version or whit 7 spheres







strip

hanging lamp with com-
fortable light diffusion and 
highperformance output.

Available in 2 lenghts in 
brushed aluminium, grey, 
white or black painted.





techno
hanging lamp with T5 fluorescent 
lamps with multiwatt ballast of 
28/54W or with dimable ballast.

available in brushed aluminium. 





tibo
wall lamp available in small and big.

with halogen lamps, compact fluorescent, or high 
pressure discharge lamps

With or without glass cover.

Direct or indirect light.
Or both.







tube

hanging lamp in 2 different lenghts: 130 and 160 cm.

With T8 fluorescent lamp (36 or 55W)

with or without integrated dimmer/switch alowing direct control

award: ‘ best product design 04’
at the four yearly design award of province west-flanders
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